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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3329

Levi Garrison wanted to applaud.

Each one is a cheap idea.

Curiosity kills people, and taking advantage will kill people too.

Not wrong.

You have used the resources, but this is your life-buying money!

The resources are given to you, but your lives are mine.

Now I come to the name.

Don’t say it’s fair and unfair, you promise or not.

My Levi Garrison’s rules are rules!

If you cheat and use my resources, you have to pay with your life.

That’s it!

You feel that you have earned it now, but when I take your life later, it will be too late to
regret it.

Levi Garrison arranged for them from the very beginning that they thought they had earned
resources.

Not to mention that these resources are like Chinese cabbage for Levi Garrison to pick up
everywhere, but no one can touch them!
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It’s my business that I get these resources easily, and it has nothing to do with you.

But if you lie to me and use my resources, then something will definitely happen.

But this group of people is immersed in their happiness.

“Levi Garrison didn’t think about it? Even if you knew it in advance, now you are smart but
you are mistaken! The resources were given to us in vain!”

“Hahaha, what if you play tricks again? The resources are in our mouths!”

“Others are not important, resources are the most important! If you get resources, you will
be deceived.”

…

Everyone continued to stimulate and satirize Levi Garrison.

Seeing Levi Garrison’s calm face, everyone thought that Levi Garrison was holding back, but
in fact they were angry.

Everyone can see this.

Levi Garrison is definitely forbearing.

So, they frantically satirized Levi Garrison.

I want him to explode.

Seeing Levi Garrison, he was unmoved.

No. 23 of the five people who had invited Levi Garrison sneered: “Levi Garrison, I have to tell
you something about your scalp tingling!”

“Remember the blood exchange record of the empire on which the sun never sets?”

“Actually, we destroyed the blood exchange record! We sent god-level killers to destroy it!”
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“Hahaha… didn’t think of it? This is also what we destroyed!”

“Otherwise, your daughter’s poison may have been solved long ago! We did it! Hahahaha…”

…

This time, everyone present was laughing like crazy.

Levi Garrison looked calm, but also smiled: “I really didn’t think of it! It turned out to be you!”

Levi Garrison’s appearance seems to them to be a forced smile.

In forcibly suppressing his anger, he was about to reach the brink of anger.

“Not only that! We also joined forces with Hydra to kill everyone who dared to accept your
second bounty! We are all doing our best to prevent you from detoxifying your daughter!
Stop your daughter from detoxifying at all costs, understand?”

“Your daughter can’t cure the poison, we have a large proportion! Hahaha…”

“We gave a death order from the very beginning! The entire organization is desperate to stop
your daughter from detoxifying! At least one-third of the resistance you’ve encountered
along the way comes from us! Don’t you think?”

…

By this time, everyone was completely apportioned.

Saying everything about preventing or deceiving Levi Garrison again and again.

“And the magic medicine auction of Daxia’s magic doctor recently, we also sent someone to
stop you! Although the magic drug was mysteriously stolen in the end, but it didn’t fall into
your hands, we are successful!”

“Up to now, we are not afraid to tell you! It is always us who stop you from lying to you!”

“Levi Garrison, you are a fool! You don’t know anything!”
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…

Everyone said it all with great joy.

This is their most anticipated “reveal the truth” moment.

They are all looking forward to the moment when Levi Garrison knows the truth, will he go
crazy?

What will it look like?

Now the time has finally come!

Everyone present looked at Levi Garrison, all looking forward to seeing the look of
anticipation on his face…
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